OPEN LETTER TO HIS EXCELLENCY BARAK OBAMA,
PRESIDENT OF THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA,
SUBJECT: Our categorical REFUSAL of your AFRICOM Project in the Congo
COPIES TO:
-The Honourable Ban Ki Moon, Secretary General of the United Nations,
-The governments, Peoples and Nations of the World;
Dear President Obama,
We, traditional Chiefs and the rightful landowners of the Democratic Republic of the Congo, are
sending you, through this letter, our stirring message to denounce and condemn at a global level,
with all our energy, the machinations and relentless multitude of hardly veiled crimes by the
previous American administrations , at least since 1994, in the process of exterminating the
population of the Congo.
All the international available reports on "The African third world war" show, with rigor, that
this horrible war is the abominable work unreservedly planned and supported by the government
of the USA under President William J. Clinton, backed by multinational corporations in order to
help themselves to the Congo’s resources, by immeasurable violence and contempt for the
population of the Congo and of Africa as well. This infernal war, massively conducted by
Rwanda’s troops (with their interposed militias) and supported by the successive American
administrations and by the ethnicized, hegemonic and despotic neighbouring countries in the
East of the Congo, offer all the characteristics of a warlike and infernal machination animated by
odious , obscure and unjust principalities, which have a terrible grudge against humanity and
threaten alL life and existence on the planet in the 21st Century.
The Congo is the Heart of Africa, that is, of the world. Your relentless desire to destroy the
Congo and its people and also your refusal to help bring justice to the people of the Congo in
particular and to the African peoples in general, leads us to forcefully conclude, taking all the
peoples and nations of the world as eyewitnesses, that the USA presents the danger of a
permanent and destructive threat, which is represented by the traditional power of the Pentagon
for the Americans themselves and for the rest of Humanity. Consequently, the Congo, Africa and
the whole of humanity today are well informed and denounce, condemn and reject with firmness,
the destructive power of the USA through the infernal machinations of the Pentagon. Please be
warned that there is no cooperation without JUSTICE.
Considering what precedes, we, traditional Chiefs of the DRC, in the name of the Supreme
Power and the Majestic kindness which governs the Soul of the Bantu of the Kongo and the
Manes of our Ancestors since the invisible origins in the Hereafter and in the Galaxy, in the
name of his sacred Life-giving Breath and of its infinite goodness, which animates the entire
Humanity pulled out from the stomach of our earth, and in the name of his omnipotent Spirit
conveyed by KIMBANGU in Kongo through the territory of the Democratic Republic of the
Congo, in Africa and in the Universe, we prohibit, with firmness, and we repeat it three times ,to
install your project of mass destruction abominably called AFRICOM on the territory of the

Democratic Republic of the Congo and anywhere in Africa. This decision is nonnegotiable and
eternally irreversible.
Done in Congo (DRC), December 7, 2009.
Representatives of Chieftainships and Traditional Authority of the Congo
Mfumu Maray
Mfumu Bwania Tshibamba
Mwami Kabare Désiré
Chef Salumu Sakombi Christophe
Chef Longbe Tshiabi

